
Mark centre-line
of latch hole

Backset 60mm (2 3/8”)
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Note: It is recommended that Manital privacy lever sets are installed with the Manital MPL privacy latch. These 
fitting instructions are for this latch only.

1. Mark Door at 60mm backset from door edge.
2. Drill spindle centre hole 16-20mm in diameter.
3. Drill 2 x 6mm diameter diagonal holes at C & D, or E & F. These holes are 40mm apart (or 20mm either side of 
the centre of the spindle hole.
4.Drill 1 x 8mm diameter holes at A. This holes is 18mm from the centre of the spindle hole.
5. Mark the centre-line for the latch hole in the door edge. Drill 25mm diameter hole for the latch and check out the 
door edge for the face plate.
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Drill 8mm dia. hole

6mm dia. hole

6. Insert privacy latch into door edge and fix with wood screws. Ensure that the snib side is on the internal side of 
the door.
7. Insert 7.6mm thick “split-rolling” spindle through the centre of the latch cam from the external side of the door. 
The spindle is designed so it can only be inserted one way (the other end has a flat stop). Make sure the end 
grooves in the spindle will match up with the grub screws on the lever necks.
8. Remove cover plates (with privacy holes in them) from the lever rosettes (for square rosette, loosen the grub 
screw on the underside of the rosette to release).
9. Mount the levers over the spindle on both sides of the door and secure with the threaded brass posts and 
machine screws. Fit the post and screws though holes holes C & D or E & F.
10. Fit the cover plates to the lever rosettes (for square rosette, tighten the grub screw on the underside of the 
cover plate). Be sure to align the privacy holes in the cover plate with hole A on both sides of the door.
11. Fit and secure the privacy snib into the privacy hole on the internal side rosette. 
12. Secure the levers to the spindle by tightening the grub screws on the lever neck on both sides of the door.
13. Check that the levers function correctly and that the privacy function works correctly on both sides of the door. 
Check that the external lever is non functional when the internal side snib is activated. Check that the internal side 
lever automatically releases from privacy mode when the lever is pressed downward (and also frees the external 
side lever). Check that the emergency release function can be activated from the external side of the door by 
pressing a long thin object through the privacy hole on the external backplate until it reaches the latch body and 
de-activates the privacy locking function.

Manital Privacy Set Template & Fitting Instructions
Always check measure the template before using it to make sure the tremplate measurements are accurate. 
Templates can shrink with printing!


